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Abstract 
The world we live in nowadays is a world where time is scarce and where people need many things done in a short 
time. The appearance of different automatic translation possibilities looks to have eased the means of communication 
between different cultures with different languages. It looks as if, because of Google Translate for example, we do 
not need to learn any foreign language because we can communicate, at least in writing, with anyone from anywhere. 
However, the reality is different. This paper intends to study and find accurate experienced answers to the following 
two questions: How can/cannot automatic translations create problems for language studying students, for the 
average person or for a business person? and Are Human Translations, consequently, keep learning a foreign 
language, a viable alternative? 
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1. Introduction 
An automatic translation is a translation produced by advanced technology, without the intervention of 
human translators. It is also often referred to as Machine Translation (MT). Nowadays, among students 
and not only, Google Translate is the most well known and easy accessible MT. People, who need 
documents translated, often ask themselves whether they could use a computer to do the job. As we live 
in a fast moving world, where time is scarce and where we want to be super productive in a short time, 
many times a computer could be considered as being the proper life/time/deadline saviour. Consequently, 
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when a computer translates an entire document automatically and then a human uses it, the process is 
called machine translation. Moreover, when a human writes a translation, perhaps calling on a computer 
just for assistance in specific tasks such as looking up specialised words and expressions in a dictionary, 
the method is called human translation.  
2. Automatic versus Human Translations 
Working with students ages 19-55, I came across different opinions regarding Automatic Translation, 
and here I mean Google Translate. Being a teacher of English in a country whose language is Romanian, 
namely a language not spoken or understood by anybody else but by its citizens, I always supported and 
encouraged learning an international language, English, if possible. An old method of learning vocabulary 
was and some consider, still is, Translation. Teaching English as a Foreign Language to various 
specializations such as Medicine, Law, Economics or Sports has proved to be a real challenge lately, 
when it comes to giving students translations as homework. According to the research I could say that out 
of 450 students, of different ages as mentioned above, more than 80% admitted that they used Google 
Translate for their homework to a small or large extend.  When I asked them why they used Google 
Translate the answer was an obvious one, because they finished the work ten times quicker than a person 
who mentally worked at the translation. They answered that nowadays they could say that they knew how 
to write in 58 languages, at a B1-B2 level, 58 being the number of languages that Google Translate has. 
Then, the question appeared Is it still worth it to learn English? 
 
Unfortunately, some still consider English, as a subject for which they do not need to dedicate too 
much time during their university years, consequently, coming up with a personal translation, out of 
which some specialized or general vocabulary has been learned, still remains one of my dreams. In order 
to prove them wrong I started doing research on the advantages (if any) and disadvantages of MT.  
 
the skill of a professional translator. Automatic translation is very difficult, as the meaning of words 
depends on the context in which they are used. Accurate translation requires an understanding of context 
and of the structure and rules of a language. While many engineers and linguists are working on the 
problem, it may be some time before anyone can offer a quick and faultless translation.  
 
Thanks to the development of the Internet over recent years, there is now a move towards using 
function of providing a rough idea of what a given text contains and its utility when deciding whether not 
this would be worth translating, I consider Google Translate to be only efficient where applied to texts 
with an appropriate degree of standardization and coherency. In short, a text that can be translated by a 
computer must be written in a way that the computer can understand: there must be no ambiguity, and it 
meaning. More important than that, the resulted translation should not be used in Academic Purposes, it 
should be just used for personal knowledge.  
 
It is believed that MT can be useful for particular types of technical documentation. However, the 
efficiency of MT, be it Google Translate or any other expensive program, is therefore basically 
determined by the quality and the volume of the specialized dictionaries that the program comprises. Its 
implementation may demand major investments, and its profitability is far from immediate. 
Consequently, MT is a problem far from being solved. Experts in the field agree that computers do not 
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yet translate like people. However, as aforementioned, on some texts, particularly highly technical texts 
treating a very narrow topic in a rather dry and monotonous style, computers sometimes do quite well. 
But with other texts, that are more general and more interesting to humans, computers are very likely to 
produce atrocious results. Professional human translators, on the other hand, can produce good 
translations of many kinds of text. People can handle a range of text types that computers cannot. 
Unfortunately, the experts did not find an answer to the question of why computers are so limited in their 
ability to translate.  
 
One difficulty in translation stems from the fact that most words have multiple meanings. Because of 
this fact, a translation based on a one-to-one substitution of words is seldom acceptable whereas when a 
translation is done by a human or a computer meaning cannot be ignored.  
 
We expect a word with differing meanings to have several different translations, depending on how the 
than one meanings which are different from each other, even though the word is spelled the same. 
Unfortunately for the MT all these meaning are translated with a different word in Romanian, thus, this 
example further demonstrates the need to take account of meaning in translation. A human will easily 
the context. However, even for a human sometimes could appear some difficulties. What causes trouble 
in translation for humans is that subtle differences in meaning may result in different translations. A 
human can learn these distinctions through substantial effort. It is not clear how to tell a computer how to 
make them. 
 
Another disadvantage, might be that languages are certainly influenced by the culture they are part of. 
word enters into various combinations which are different into the target language, Romanian for 
example. The 
words, therefore, the only thing Google Translate would do, would be to bring a smile on our faces 
regarding the funny translation it produces. I totally believe according to the research that a computer or 
even an inexperienced human translator sometimes will often be insensitive to subtle differences in 
meaning that affect translation and will use a word inappropriately. As language is in a continuous 
development, 
because once we think we have a complete list a whole new use will appear. 
 
Even as a human translator it is not enough to have a passing acquaintance with another language in 
order to produce good translations. S/he must have a thorough knowledge of both languages and an 
ability to deal with differences in meaning that appear insignificant until you cross over to the other 
language. It is believed that the translator must be a native or near-native speaker of the language s/he is 
translating into and very strong in the language s/he is translating from. Being a native or near-native 
speaker involves more than just memorizing lots of facts about words. It includes having an 
understanding of the culture that is mixed with the language. It also includes an ability to deal with new 
situations appropriately. No dictionary can contain all the solutions since the problem is always changing 
as people use words in usual ways. 
 
On the other hand, no computer is a native speaker of a human language. They never truly know it the 
way a human native speaker knows a language with its many levels and details. Computers do not learn in 
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the same way we do. We could say that computers cannot translate like humans because they do not learn 
like humans. 
According to the research there are could be defined three types of difficulties in translation that are 
intended to provide some further insight into what capabilities a computer would need in order to deal 
with human language the way humans do.  
 
The first one consists of distinguishing between general vocabulary and specialized terms, the second 
involves distinguishing between various meanings of a word of general vocabulary, and last but not least, 
taking into account the total context, including the intended audience and important details such as 
regionalisms and culture.  
 
Certainly, in order to produce an acceptable translation, the translator must find acceptable words in 
the other language. There is a very important distinction between two kinds of language: general language 
and specialized terminology. In general language, it is undesirable to repeat the same word over and over 
unnecessarily. Variety is highly valued. However, in specialized terminology, consistency is highly 
valued. It is essential to repeat the same term over and over whenever it refers to the same object. 
 
In the case of general vocabulary, there may be many potential translations for a given word, and often 
more than one of the potential translations will be acceptable on a given occasion in a given source text.  
 
Humans have an amazing ability to distinguish between general and specialized uses of a word. Once 
it has been detected that a word is being used as a specialized term in a particular domain, there comes 
consulting a terminology database for that domain to find the standard translation of that term in that 
domain. However, computers have a much better memory than humans but computers are very bad at 
deciding which meaning of the word should be stored in the database. This failing of computers confirms 
my abovementioned claim that they are not native speakers of any human language in that they are unable 
to deal appropriately with new situations.  
 
There are words common for both the general usage and for the specialized domain. A human 
translator would normally have no trouble keeping the two uses of the word straight, but a typical 
machine translation system would be hopelessly confused.  
 
The second type of difficulty is distinguishing between various uses of a word of general vocabulary. 
It is essential to distinguish between various general uses of a word in order to choose an appropriate 
translation. Nonetheless, how easy could that distinction be made by a human and how could it be made 
by a computer? Accurate translation requires an understanding of the text, which includes an 
understanding of the situation and an enormous variety of facts about the world in which we live. 
 
The third type of difficulty is the need to be sensitive to total context, including the intended audience 
of the translation. We live in a multicultural world and certain facts or habits of one culture or language 
could have a totally different meaning in another culture. That is the reason why a good translator must 
possess deep knowledge both about the culture of the source and of the target language s/he deals with.  
 
In order to support my ideas I took several examples of machine translations, both from English into 
Roman  Da Vinci 
Code, a successful, yet controversial modern novel, while the Romanian texts are taken from Marin 
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 who was a Romanian modern successful writer of prose and poetry, and at the same 
time he was the Romanian Minister of Culture between 1993 and 1995.  
 
In the machine translations that appear after each original text, we shall see the efficiency of this kind 
of translation and how much human intervention is needed in order to complete the translations. We shall 
see to what extent we can trust them and if it is more efficient for us to use them or to rely on the human 
translation, without the computer assistance, as the computer assistance was invented by the human mind, 
too. 
We shall start with Romanian translations of Da Vinci Code. 
 
Original text, The Da Vinci Code, 
Dan Brown 
Google Translation 
He turned and gazed tiredly into the 
full length mirror across the room. 
The man staring back at him was a 
stranger tousled and weary. You 
need a vacation, Robert. The past 
year had taken a heavy toll on him, 
in the mirror. His usually sharp blue 
eyes looked hazy and drawn tonight. 
A dark stubble was shrouding his 
strong jaw and dimpled chin. Around 
his temples, the gray highlights were 
advancing, making their way deeper 
into his thicket of coarse black hair. 
Although his female colleagues 
insisted the gray only accentuated 
his bookish appeal, Langdon knew 
better. 
 
-
 
obosit. D
obraz. Pe aici templele sale, gri 
Langdon a fost m  
 
  
  
 
Reading both the original text and the translation once, one would get a grasp about the meaning of the 
text. There is still a long process to be achieved until the completion of this translation. The linking words 
are missing, so at a first glance the translation looks almost funny. Moreover, the sense of the many words 
has not been captured, and this fact would lead us to think that the computer cannot make the distinction 
 which the 
it is a secondary meaning of 
for sure it was not meant by the author.  
 
Here is an example of another fragment: 
 
Original text, The Da Vinci Code, 
Dan Brown 
Google Translation 
Descending below ground level, 
Langdon fought a rising trepidation. 
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welcoming, and the Louvre itself had 
an almost sepulchral aura at this 
hour. The staircase, like the aisle of a 
dark movie theater, was illuminated 
by subtle tread lighting embedded in 
each step. Langdon could hear his 
own footsteps reverberating off the 
glass overhead. As he glanced up, he 
could see the faint illuminated wisps 
of mist from the fountains fading 
away outside the transparent roof. 
place-intervalul unui teatru de film 
-a 
e arteziene 
transparent. 
 
  
 
Exactly as in the first example we have seen, this translation seems to have no sense. It looks like a 
useless sequence of words, which would probably make up a coherent text if they had been linked 
appropriately and if the topic had been respected. 
 
while other words have not been translated appropriately. As we could see before, the computer cannot 
 
 
However, the main disability of computer translation is not being able to establish the connection 
between words and to put the words into the logical order, to respect the topic of the language. We can 
n draw the conclusion that the 
computer translator cannot make the difference between the verb tenses either, and this is a decisive issue 
for a translation, because if tenses are not used appropriately, the whole translation is compromised. 
 
Original text, The Da Vinci Code, 
Dan Brown 
Google Translation 
nodding upward with his broad chin. 
Langdon sighed, too tired to play 
 
   
 
Strike one. Langdon sensed his host 
was a hard man to please. He 
wondered if Fache had any idea that 
this pyramid, at President 
been constructed of exactly 666 
panes of glass a bizarre request that 
had always been a hot topic among 
conspiracy buffs who claimed 666 
was the number of Satan. 
 
Langdon a suspinat, de asemenea 
 
Fa
figura de Paris. 
dur pentru a ruga. El s-
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Analyzing this translation, we can notice the same problems as the ones mentioned in the previous 
tra
been correctly. Furthermore, the translation introduced words that do not exist in the original text, such as 
 
 
After having analyzed these examples of machine translation, one can draw the conclusion that 
machine translation still requires a lot of human work in order for the translation to be coherent and to 
convey the original message, the one meant by the original author.  
  
In the following paragraphs I shall present several examples of poetry machine translations. It would 
be very interesting to see if there are any differences between translating prose or poetry, to see which one 
is more challenging and which one needs less corrections. 
 
Furthermore, poetry is generally more demanding as far as intellectual and spiritual involvement is 
concerned. And that makes it even more difficult to be translated, as first of all it is more difficult to be 
understood than prose is and its atmosphere is more difficult to be captured than the atmosphere in prose. 
 
 
 
Original text, Marin Sorescu Google Translation 
zile. 
 
oceanele 
 
-a dat lui Hamlet, lui Iulius 
Ofeliei, 
 
 
 
 
-  
Gustul fericirii, al iubirii, al 
 in 
able-bodied days. 
In first charmed cut prompt sky, 
earth and deep souls. 
In second charmed cut the rivers, 
seas, the oceans 
And other feelings. 
He gave them his Hamlet, Iulius his 
Caesar Antoniu, Cleopatra his Ofelia 
Othello and other. 
They follow them in eternities. 
In diurnally gathered the peoples 
Teach the tastes: 
The taste of happiness, of the love, 
The taste of the jealousy, of the 
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-au terminat toate 
 
  
 
 
Original text, Marin Sorescu Google Translation 
Superstitie 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Cum vede ea 
Cele cinci continente?  
S-a mutat cumva. 
 
-  
T  
 
 
 
 
-am 
legat  
 
 
De toanele unei pisici! 
 
 
 
 
Fire-ai a dracului 
 
Superstition 
 
With the left paw. 
And have war 
I noticed how many times I washed 
With the left paw 
Considerable crests the strain 
International. 
 
How he sees she. 
The one five continents? 
He moved somehow. 
In his pupils. 
He who say 
The history. 
Charm.  
 
Comes me weep. 
When think I 
Prompt it which mixed I bound it. 
Rearwards. 
Depending, in last of the of a 
caprices cats! 
Absconds from grasps? 
 
Character of the devil. 
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Analyzing the computer translations in the examples given above, first of all one can notice that we are 
dealing with poetry without rhyme and rhythm. This fact represents and advantage, as rhyme and rhythm 
increase the difficulty of translating.  At a first glance, one can notice that the level of the translations is 
equal to the translations of the prose we have analyzed before.   
 
The same incapacity of the computers, of Google Translate, to distinguish between verb tenses and 
ngs can be noticed in the case of the poetry translation, as it was for the 
prose translation. One cannot notice any improvement regarding the quality of the translation in all the 
examples analyzed.   
 
3. Conclusions 
To sum up, computer translations or machine translations or Google Translate in my case, are useful to 
a certain extent, but they are not to be trusted, as they are not useful without the intervention of the human 
mind. 
 
Reading the translations above, one can easily notice that all of them are far from being accurate. 
Moreover, there are words that have not even been translated, because the computer could not recognize 
them. All in all, one can only get a grasp of what the original says, as it is obvious that translations have 
been made mechanically and they need much improvement in order to be completely understandable.  
 
However, MT technology is improving all the time. Many programs are running around the world 
right now and it constitutes an exciting area of translation research, especially when combined with the 
human touch. It is likely that, over time, this research will gradually extend the boundaries within which 
the MT can operate or within its evolution.   
 
As I see it, computers are useful, they are time saving and they spare us lots of effort, but in the case of 
atmosphere of the source text, because they do not think, but they give out information that has been put 
into them by humans. 
 
In addition, I would say that using the facilities that the computer and the Internet are supplying is an 
art too, as it requires a certain amount of patience and mind-openness in order to reach the best solution 
the computer can provide one with. 
 
The examples discussed above underline the relevance of the question whether People should continue 
learning English or because we have Google Translate we do not need the old fashioned way of learning 
a foreign language. I truly hope that after reading this research those that consider that they know 58 
languages will have changed their opinion and at the same time they really start learning a foreign 
language. 
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